300+
EQUITIES LEADERS

150+
December 04-December 06, 2017 • Eden Roc, Miami Beach

THE BIGGEST
GATHERING OF BUY SIDE
HEADS OF DESK IN THE US
With The ‘Who Is Who’ In Equity
Trading From The Full Value Chain

A MUST NOT
MISS FOR 2017
Steve Eisman
The Inspiration Behind
‘THE BIG SHORT’
Managing Director, Neuberger
Berman & Portfolio Manager,
Eisman Group
Giving An Exclusive Talk On How Out Of The Box
Thinking Can Drive Your Equity Trading Performance

BUY SIDE HEADS
OF DESK

50+

THOUGHT PROVOKING
SPEAKERS

2017 SPONSORS
Representing Major US Equity Trading Players
Sponsors
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FROM THE EDITOR
Welcome to the Equities Leaders Summit

Advisory Board

Dear colleague,
With the Trump administration creating uncertainty in the future
regulatory landscape. Fragmentation in the market showing no
signs of slowing down. And technology innovations offering you a
chance to evolve and remain competitive. It is now more important
than ever to step away from your tactical day-to-day actions and
ensure your strategic long-term direction is 100% clear. By defining
what would be the right people, processes and technology choices
for your desk to rise above these complexities and cease key
opportunities.
At Equities Leaders Summit you are given the opportunity to do
just this. As the only conference designed by the buy side for the
buy side, you will have the chance to benchmark your desk with
150+ buy side heads of desk. All collaboratively sourcing practical
solutions in interactive sessions to address the biggest challenges
and opportunities facing your desk.
Plus with all of the key market leaders from the full value chainregulators, sell side, venues and technology partners all exclusively
under one roof at one time. This is your only chance to network with
all of the ‘who is who’ in equity trading and be part of shaping the
future of your market.
If you are serious about building a world class equity trading desk,
mark December 4-6 in your calendar now.
I look forward to welcoming you in Miami
Best regards,
Lucy Bradley
Editorial Director
Equities Leaders Summit

Curt Engler
Head of Equity
Trading, The Americas
JP Morgan Asset
Management
Miles Huffman
Head of Equity
Analytics and TCA
Vanguard
Leo Hmelnitsky
Head of Global Equity
Trading
Mellon Capital
Management
Selena Gonzalez
Head Trader
Eagle Global
Advisors
Patrick Collier
Head of Trading
ClearBridge
Investments
Christopher Fiorito
Director of Trading
River Road Asset
Management
Scott Hammond
Head Trader,
International Equities
State Teachers
Retirement System
of Ohio
Rob Small
Senior Trader New
Amsterdam Partners
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“The Head Trader Think-Tank was an
excellent session for collaborating with top
asset managers on topical issues, including
hiring and training staff, establishing deeper
relationship with PMs, working through
the mechanics of SMA/UMA workflow,
diving into MiFID regulation, discussing the
best approaches to conditional orders and
brainstorming on innovation going forward.”
Leo Hmelnitsky
Head of Global Equity Trading
Mellon Capital Management

MEET THE SPEAKERS
Benchmark your equity trading desk with the very best in the industry

BUY SIDE LEADERS
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Paul Whitehead
MD, Global Head of
Equity Trading
BlackRock

Michael Warlan
Head of Global Trading
Third Avenue Management

Ramy Saad
Head Trader,
Pershing Square Capital
Management

Chris Rice
Senior Managing Director
and Global Head of Trading
State Street Global Advisors

Joseph Sowin
Head of Global Equity Trading
Highland Capital
Management

Mark Garabedian
Senior Trading Analytics and
Market Structure Analyst
MFS

Miles Huffman
Head of Equity Analytics
and TCA
Vanguard

Ernesto Ramos, MD
Head of Equities
BMO Global Asset
Management

Enrico Cacciatore
Senior Quantitative
Execution Trader
Voya Investment
Management

Curt Engler
Head of Equity Trading,
The Americas
JP Morgan Asset
Management

Teresa Woodard
VP, Equity Trading Analyst
T. Rowe Price

James Hill
Senior Vice President,
Head of Equity Trading
Hartford Investment
Management

Frank Loughlin
Global Co-Head of Equity
Trading
AllianceBernstein

Philippe Burke
Portfolio Manager
Apache Capital
Management

Lori Hoch
Principal and Chief
Operating Officer
Cortina Asset Management

Leo Hmelnitsky
Head of Global Equity Trading
Mellon Capital Management

Jason Siegendorf
Head of Trading Analytics
Harris Associates

Eden Simmer
Senior Vice President, Head
of Americas Equity Trading,
PIMCO

Tyler Platte
Principal, Director of Equity
Trading
Rainer Funds

Steve Sachs
Head of Capital Markets
Goldman Sachs Asset
Management

Jason Vedder
Director of Global Trading
and Operations
Driehaus Capital
Management

Kenneth McLeish
Managing Director, Global
Head of Equities Trading
Technology
JPMorgan Asset
Management

Tereck Fares
Director of Equity
Trading
Chicago Equity
Partners

Shawn Ailawadhi
Head of Equity Trading
Technology
Neuberger Berman

Brendan Gorman
SVP Trading
Lazard Asset
Management

Joseph Bacchi
Head of Multi-Asset Trading
and Investment Operations
Acadian Asset Management

Christopher Fiorito
Director of Trading
River Road Asset
Management

Pete Jansen
Head of Equity Trading
Golden Capital
Dr Win Thin
SVP, Global Head of
Emerging Markets
Brown Brothers Harriman
Elliot Noma
Managing Director
Garrett Asset Management
& Lecturer, Columbia
University
Gaurav Chakravorty
Co-Founder
qplum
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MEET THE SPEAKERS (continued)
GUEST SPEAKER:
Steve Eisman
The inspiration behind ‘The Big Short’, Managing Director at Neuberger Berman and Portfolio Manager for the
Eisman Group

INDUSTRY EXPERTS:
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John Lowrey
Global Head of Cash
Product Strategy
Citi

Adam Gould

Head of U.S. Equity
Derivatives
Tradeweb

Richard Johnson
Senior Analyst, Market
Structure and Technology
Greenwich Associates

Ben Polidore
Managing Director, Head
of Algorithmic Trading
ITG

Henry Yegerman
Global Head of Sales
LiquidMetrix

Spencer Mindlin
Senior Analyst
Aite Group

Vlad Khandros
Global Head of Market
Structure & Liquidity Strategy
UBS

Jim Ross
Managing Director,
Institutional Equities
CODA

Jay Wolstenholme
Senior Analyst, Securities
and Investments Group
Celent

Tim Mahoney
CEO
BIDS Trading

Michael Chin
Thomson Reuters

Dave Lauer
Chair
Healthy Markets
Association

Jonathan Clark
CEO
Luminex Trading and
Analytics

Terry Flynn
Front Office Specialist &
Team Lead
SimCorp

Jennifer Litwin
Senior Vice President, Head
of Relationship Management
Greenwich Associates

Mani Singh
Director, Global
Execution Sales
Citi

Eric Stockland
Chief Strategy Officer
IEX

Curtis Pfeiffer
Chief Business Officer
Pragma

Cory Laing
Head of ETF and One-Delta
Institutional Sales
Citadel Securities

Global Head of Trading
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“Absolutely phenomenal experience.
The focused agenda topics, roster
of speakers with real gravitas and
limited attendance to senior level
decision makers are all key to
making this a great event”
Frank Loughlin
Global Co-Head of Trading
Alliance Bernstein

KEY 2017
HIGHLIGHTS
EXCLUSIVE
INVITE ONLY
HEAD TRADER
THINK TANK
Providing you with a rare
forum for benchmarking
your desk with those
leading the way.

BUY SIDE ONLY
WORKSHOPS
This new stream provides
you with the perfect
setting to benchmark with
your peers on the most
topical issues in a private
area.

PERFECT
SETTING FOR
NETWORKING
Join us for an unrivalled
series of networking
breakfasts, lunches and
drinks receptions where
you can unwind and
network with the full
equities value chain in the
backdrop of Miami South
Beach.

SPOTLIGHT ON
DEEP LEARNING
IN TRADING
this year we take a
step into the future
and explore how Deep
Learning and Artificial
Intelligence can be
leveraged to enhance
the profitability of your
investment and trading
strategies.

INNOVATIVE KEYNOTE CASE STUDY
Kenneth McLeish, Global Head of Trading Technology of
JP Morgan Asset Management will inspire you on how
to leverage advanced technologies from other industries
to catapult your desk into the future whilst boosting
efficiency and profitability.

WOMEN IN TRADING THINK TANK
Hosted by prominent women in the equity trading space,
this session will tackle how the industry can better
attract, develop and retain top female talent and discuss
how to overcome key hurdles to achieve your aspirations.
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ENGAGE
The perfect networking environment to ensure you get the
quality interaction you want with the right people

BUY SIDE ONLY WORKSHOPS:

This buy side only series of workshops are open to a maximum of 25 attendees to engage
in a range of lively discussions and debates dedicated to your biggest challenges and
opportunities. Don’t miss out on your chance to see how your buy side peers are
optimizing their trading desk.
ACTIVE VS PASSIVE MANAGEMENT:
What does the continued growth of passive
investment strategies mean for buy side desks,
and how can you best exploit the volatile
marketplace?
Michael Warlan
Global Head of Trading
Third Avenue Capital Management
Joseph Bacchi
Head of Multi-Asset Trading and
Investment Operations
Acadian Asset Management

9

HIGH-TOUCH VS HIGH-TECH: What are the
pros and cons of each trading strategy and
how should you structure your team to get the
most out of both approaches?
Jason Vedder
Director of Global Trading and
Operations
Driehaus Capital Management
Joseph Sowin
Head of Global Equity Trading
Highbridge capital
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ENGAGE
The perfect networking environment to ensure you get the
quality interaction you want with the right people

CREATIVE BOARDROOM:

A rigorous, creative and interactive approach to tackling the top challenges you face today. These buy side sessions
have a maximum capacity of 12 to provide an intimate environment for sharing experiences on common challenges.
Walkaway with proven solutions put forward through the use of the group’s collective brainpower.

What are the benefits of multi asset trading
and how can it help to protect your desk
against risk and volatility in the market?
Joseph Bacchi
Head of Multi-Asset Trading and
Investment Operations
Acadian Asset Management
Terry Flynn
Front Office Specialist & Team Lead
SimCorp
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ENGAGE
The perfect networking environment to ensure you get the
quality interaction you want with the right people

Head Trader Think Tank:
This Head Trader think tank is an exclusive invite-only
session during Main Day One of the summit, followed
by a private reception at Nobu. This rare gathering
allows heads of desk to collaborate and drive forward
beneficial initiatives, giving you the chance to cooperate
on key issues in a closed door environment.

Women in Trading Think Tank:
A rigorous, creative and interactive approach to tackling
the top challenges you face today. These buy side
sessions have a maximum capacity of 12 to provide
an intimate environment for sharing experiences on
common challenges. Walkaway with proven solutions
put forward through the use of the group’s collective
brainpower.

Case Study Revolution:
Breaking the mold of traditional presentations. A leading
buy side head of equity trading will share a best practice
case study before challenging you to find a solution to a
common unresolved challenge. You’ll then collaborate
with your peers on roundtables to take away different
approaches to the same industry pain point.
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“A unique opportunity to strategize
best practice processes to respond
to the changing equities market,
reinforced by an outstanding
speaker faculty.”
Joe Sowin
Head of Global Equity Trading
Highland Capital Management

Monday, December 4th, 2017

BUY SIDE ONLY
EXECUTION INNOVATION
EVALUATION DAY
Pick The Providers That Will
Dramatically Improve Your
Execution Quality
ACHIEVE REAL-TIME BEST
EXECUTION. REDUCE TRADING
COSTS. PRESERVE ALPHA
Transparency in trading is continuing to increase
in sophistication. Data analytics management and
innovation on trading platforms are key priorities for
leading buy side heads of desk as developments in realtime analytic capabilities demands that the buy side take
a closer look at the data flooding their desk. Additionally,
regulation and market structure complexities are
pressuring buy side desks to achieve accurate and up
to date best execution for their clients. Leveraging
more sophisticated analytics and increasing platform
knowledge allows the buy side to improve execution
quality, drastically reduce costs and preserve alpha in
a volatile and low return market. As a host of OMS and
EMS providers, TCA partners and brokers and platforms
are adding new innovations to their existing systems,
the buy side has been inadvertently tasked with the
challenge of navigating this pool of initiatives to establish
the best partner to meet their needs.
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Monday, December 4th, 2017

BUY SIDE ONLY
EXECUTION INNOVATION
EVALUATION DAY
KEY BENEFITS OF ATTENDING:
This highly interactive half day workshop has been specifically created to give you an unbeatable, time-saving opportunity.
Meet and compare the leading trade analytics and platform providers in one place at one time, in one afternoon of networking
alongside your buy side peers, where you will:
Walk away with a clear idea of the best execution
optimization providers for your firm to drive down
costs and improve performance

Network with and walkaway with the most valuable
contacts as we bring you the most sought after
innovators in achieving best execution

Gain a complete picture of how these key providers
differentiate themselves to decide on the best partner
for your firm

Gain access to all the crucial content and networking
in one afternoon to save you time as you kick start
selection process

Hear exclusively from other buy side leaders on
their wish list for partnering with new providers and
collaboratively tackle common practical challenges

Do not miss this unique opportunity to gain the knowhow and make the connections you need to make the
best choice to enhance your execution capabilites

HOW IT WORKS:

This topical pre-conference
interactive day starts over
lunch, giving you the chance to
grab a bite and work the room,
mixing with buy side leaders
and leading innovators in best
execution.

To set the tone and get you
thinking, we have created a
buy side only panel of leading
experts to give you a sense of
what they make of the current
execution landscape and
shortlist key areas you should
be testing and looking out for
when evaluating providers.
Each of our 8 leading providers
will then give a 5 minute
presentation on the benefits
of their offering and why you
should be working with them.

Following this, you will be
split into groups consisting
of 8-10 buy side, to join
the 8 different roundtable
discussions which will each be
led by the 8 unique execution
innovators. You will then
have the chance to pose
questions, voice concerns,
and discuss your views with
your buy side peers; before
winding down at our cocktail
drinks reception, exclusive
to Evaluation Day attendees,
to continue the conversation
with a drink on us.

OPEN TO A MAXIMUM OF 60 BUY SIDE PARTICIPANTS
If you are currently evaluating innovation for best execution, this is a must attend. To secure your place please
contact Simon Smith-Beckingham on +44 (0) 207 368 9576 or at simon.smith@wbr.co.uk
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Monday, December 4th, 2017

BUY SIDE ONLY EXECUTION
INNOVATION EVALUATION DAY
Establish Which Execution Innovators Are Best Placed To Help You Gain
Crucial Insights That Can Give You An Information Edge

12.00pm

Welcome Lunch & Registration

12:50pm

Chairperson’s Opening Remarks
Richard Johnson, Senior Analyst, Market Structure and Technology, Greenwich Associates

01:00pm

Buy Side Perspective and Requirements
Defining the wish list for buy side best execution - How can you establish which initiative you should be supporting and why?
·· Exploring innovation in best execution How can you establish which initiative you should be supporting and why?
·· When evaluating platforms and providers, what are the key criteria you should be testing and looking out for?
·· How can you establish what platform is best suited to integrate with your current workflow and support your execution and
front office processes?
·· What different platform models can help you prosper in an ever-increasing electronic environment?
Jason Siegendorf, Head of Trading Analytics, Harris Associates
Teresa Woodard, VP, Equity Trading Analyst, T. Rowe Price
Mark Garabedian, Senior Trading Analytics and Market Structure Analyst, MFS

01:40pm

Provider Perspective
Meet the execution innovators - What are the key differentiators between new initiatives and how can they help you gain
better insight into your pre-, intra- and post- trade process to achieve best execution?
·· An introduction to each execution innovator today - What is their USP of services?
·· How can multi-asset initiatives help you to streamline and improve execution quality across the desk?
·· What advances in TCA and venue analysis are allowing traders to develop a micro-level understanding of execution,
enriching the details required to achieve and prove best execution for clients?
·· How are providers increasing functionality in response to the market pressures and how are these adjustments benefiting
the buy side?

02:20pm

Coffee Break

02.40pm

3x Drill-Down Roundtables
Evaluate 1-3 of the newest offerings with your peers to understand who is best placed to help you achieve crucial insights
across the trade lifecycle to achieve best execution
Meet each execution innovator and evaluate with your peers to establish:
·· How can each provider help increase your access to liquidity, improve transparency and price discovery while reducing your
execution costs?
·· How can the initiatives help you source new liquidity pools in scarcely liquid markets?
·· Where are the new initiatives up to in their on-boarding life cycle and how successful has the process been?

03.40pm

Coffee Break

04:00pm

3x Drill-Down Roundtables
Evaluate 1-3 of the newest offerings with your peers to understand who is best placed to help you achieve crucial insights
across the trade lifecycle to achieve best execution
Meet each execution innovator and evaluate with your peers to establish:
·· How can each provider help increase your access to liquidity, improve transparency and price discovery while reducing your
execution costs?
·· How can the initiatives help you source new liquidity pools in scarcely liquid markets?
·· Where are the new initiatives up to in their on-boarding life cycle and how successful has the process been?

05:40pm

Chairperson’s Closing Remarks

05:50pm

Buy Side Execution Innovation Evaluation Day Drinks Reception
Available to Evaluation Day attendees only
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Tuesday, December 5th, 2017

MAIN DAY 1: MAINTAINING A
COMPETITIVE EDGE AMIDST
MARKET UNCERTAINTY
07.30am

Registration And Networking Coffee

08.25am

Welcome Address
Lucy Bradley, Editorial Director, Worldwide Business Research

08.30am

Chairperson’s Opening Remarks
John Lowrey, Global Head of Cash Product Strategy, Citi

NAVIGATING NEW MARKET DYNAMICS
08.35am

OPENING KEYNOTE INTERVIEW: A view from the top: What are the major priorities for
buy side global heads of trading as we move into another year of uncertainty in the equities
marketplace?
·· What are the key challenges and opportunities posed by today’s complex marketplace and what can you do to stay ahead of
the game?

·· Aligning your strategy for 2018: What developments are set to transform the equity landscape and how will this impact buy
side interaction across the market value chain?

·· Exploring new market entrants: How can you better leverage technology to improve desk performance and efficiency whilst
remaining compliant?

·· What will equity desk best practice look like as we move into another year of trading in a multifaceted environment?
Paul Whitehead, MD, Global Head of Equity Trading, BlackRock
Frank Loughlin, Global Co-Head of Equity Trading, AllianceBernstein
Moderator: Vlad Khandros, Managing Director, Global Head of Market Structure & Liquidity Strategy, UBS
09.15am

INSPIRATIONAL KEYNOTE: Exploiting multi-asset trading capabilities: How can you successfully
leverage the latest cross-asset trading technologies to streamline your workflow and boost the
profitability of your desk?
·· How to break down internal barriers to reap huge business benefits with multi-asset trading
·· How can you build a seamless multi-asset trading desk to increase exposure to new alpha opportunities?
·· How to pinpoint the best technologies to support a multi-asset strategy and set your desk up for success in the face of
declining headcount

·· How can you implement a technology-enabled trade desk to boost internal processes and help you successfully navigate
uncertain market environments?
Chris Rice, Senior Managing Director and Global Head of Trading, State Street Global Advisors
09.35am

MORNING PANEL DISCUSSION: How is the sell side adopting new innovations to adapt their
offerings and better support buy side trading strategies?
·· How are sell side services evolving to best serve the buy side in an increasingly complex marketplace?
·· How are technology innovations from outside the industry being leveraged to help the buy side navigate the complex
equities market?

·· How can transparency be increased with new buy side and sell side initiatives to build and maintain trust?
·· How are the sell side evolving their business models to increase collaboration with the buy side and provide an end to end service?
Ben Polidore, Managing Director, Head of Algorithmic Trading, ITG
Jim Ross, Managing Director, Institutional Equities, CODA Markets
Mani Singh, Director, Global Execution Sales, Citi
Moderator: Curt Engler, Head of Equity Trading, The Americas, JP Morgan Asset Management
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MAIN DAY 1: Continued
10.05am

REGULATORY KEYNOTE: Updates from the SEC: Which regulatory initiatives should you
prioritize as a result of Trump’s new administration and how can you best prepare for the
intended consequences of the reforms that are being implemented?
··
··
··
··
··

10.30am

Under Trump which financial services regulations are being prioritized and deprioritized?
What is the latest status of Reg NMS and how will the enforcement impact equity market structure?
What are the ramifications of the targeted roll back of Dodd Frank reforms?
How are the US regulators accounting for the way in which MIFID II impacts US firms?
How can you best prepare for the intended and unintended consequences of these multiple regulatory updates?

Morning Networking Break

EXPLORING TRADING TRENDS
11.15am

360 PERSPECTIVE PANEL DISCUSSION: Future market structure outlook and the implications
for sell side, venues and technology players- which business models and types of products and
services will come out on top in 2018 and beyond?
··
··
··
··
··

How are regulatory changes impacting equity market structure and what can you do to remain competitive?
How are sell side adapting to changes in market structure and performance to add value to the buy side?
How will consolidation affect the equities market and will it trigger changes in liquidity?
How are the sell side implementing innovations from outside the industry to improve performance in the equity market?
Which new trading technologies will be required by market players in 2018 and beyond to respond to these changes?

Curtis Pfeiffer, Chief Business Officer, Pragma
Eric Stockland, Chief Strategy Officer, IEX
Moderator: John Lowrey, Global Head of Cash Product Strategy, Citi
11.50am

PANEL DISCUSSION: How can you create a successful strategy for block trades to increase your
best execution success rates whilst sourcing liquidity?
··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··

How can block trading help you to source liquidity in the fragmented equity landscape?
What are the key strategy considerations in successfully trading a block?
How do you select the most appropriate venues in the hunt to find block liquidity?
How can you work with brokers to create a best in breed block trading strategy?
How can you best interact with block crossing platforms in the search for optimal liquidity?
How what percentage of 2017 trades were blocks and how will this look moving into 2018?
How does your trading desk need to adapt to take full advantage of block trading?
How are the sell side building out their block functionality in response to increased buy side demands for better execution of
high volume orders?

Eden Simmer, Senior Vice President, Head of Americas Equity Trading, PIMCO
Ramy Saad, Head Trader, Pershing Square Capital Management
Jonathan Clark, CEO, Luminex Trading and Analytics
Tim Mahoney, CEO, BIDS Trading
Moderator: John Lowrey, Global Head of Cash Product Strategy, Citi
12.30pm

INSPIRATIONAL CASE STUDY: Bringing finance back to the forefront of innovation: How to
leverage the latest technologies that are widely used outside of the finance sector to enhance
your trading workflow efficiency and boost profitability
·· Investing in multi-asset solutions: How can you better evaluate and evolve your trading technology to optimise your in-house
processes?

·· How can you best seamlessly integrate new agile tech suites onto your desk?
·· Future proofing your desk: How can you take advantage of developments in cloud and open source technology to increase
your operational competencies?

·· How to utilise machine learning techniques to automate manual processes and free up trader time for high value tasks to
better serve your clients

·· How can you leverage innovations and developments from outside the financial sector to boost your performance
Kenneth McLeish, Managing Director, Global Head of Equities Trading Technology, JPMorgan Asset Management
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MAIN DAY 1: Continued
12.50pm

Networking Lunch

EXCLUSIVE INVITE ONLY BUY SIDE THINKTANK: How can the buy side better collaborate
with the wider value chain to drive new
initiatives forward?
Open to 15 Heads of Equity Trading
Lunch will be served during this session at Nobu

1.30pm

ACHIEVING BEST
EXECUTION

OPTIMIZING TRADE
PERFORMANCE

BUY SIDE ONLY
WORKSHOPS

INTERACTIVE
BOARDROOMS

Moderator:
Spencer Mindlin, Senior
Analyst, Aite Group

Moderator:
Jay Wolstenholme, Senior
Analyst, Securities and
Investments Group, Celent

*Open to max 25*

*Buy-Side Boardroom
open to max 15*

FIRESIDE CHAT: The
impact of MiFID II on
US buy side firmsWhat is the definition
of best execution
under a more complex
new regime?

PANEL DISCUSSION:
The evolution of TCA:
How can you use
TCA post-MiFID II to
increase pre and post
trade transparency?

II checklist: How have
different buy side firms
prepared for operating
under MiFID II?
·· Achieving global synergy
with best practice: Should
US desks adhere to the
highest global regulatory
standard to provide
consistency for EU clients
and ensure industry
compliance?
·· How can US traders take
steps to align with MiFID
II best practice to increase
transparency for clients
and remain competitive?
·· How will global and
domestic firms be
impacted by market
ramifications of MiFID II?
·· What impact will MiFID II
have on buy side and sell
side relationships?
·· What does the future of
transaction reporting look
like under MiFID II and
how will this affect your
desk?
·· Exploring further down
the road: What will MiFID
II look like when it is fully
implemented by the US
market and what affect
will it have on US based
clients?
Eden Simmer, Senior Vice
President, Head of Americas
Equity Trading, PIMCO
Tyler Platte, Principal,
Director of Equity Trading,
Rainer Funds
Lori Hoch, Principal and Chief
Operating Officer, Cortina
Asset Management

How are current TCA
platforms performing with
increasing trading volumes
and their related data
streams?

·· Benchmarking the MiFID

Moderator: Spencer
Mindlin, Senior Analyst, Aite
Group
18

·· Supporting best execution:

·· Accessing actionable
trading insights: How can
you embed intelligence
into your TCA to reach
optimum operational
efficiency?

·· Next steps with TCA: How
can you analyze and clean
data on a huge scale?

·· Using pre-trade analytics:
How can you best leverage
TCA in real-time to
increase pre and intratrade intelligence and
achieve best execution?

·· How can you use TCA
to measure your trading
performance and
reaffirm your investment
strategies?

·· What are the TCA
requirements for 2018?
Miles Huffman, Head of
Equity Analytics and TCA,
Vanguard
Teresa Woodard, VP, Equity
Trading Analyst, T. Rowe
Price
Henry Yegerman, Global
Head of Sales, LiquidMetrix
Mark Garabedian, Senior
Trading Analytics and
Market Structure Analyst,
MFS
Jay Wolstenholme, Senior
Analyst, Securities and
Investments Group, Celent

Moderator:
Dave Lauer, Chairman,
Healthy Markets
Association

SYNERGY
WORKSHOP:
Active vs passive
management: What
does the continued
growth of passive
investment strategies
mean for buy side
desks, and how can
you best exploit the
volatile marketplace?
·· How is the buy side moving
from active to passive
investment strategies?

·· Is the increase in passive
management a threat for
the future longevity of
active management?

·· How has the prevalence
of passive management
pushed trading activity
volumes up at market close
and what does this mean
for the market moving
forward?

·· How has the move

BOARDROOM:
Refining the
technique of trading
around the VIX for
desk success
·· How can you optimise your
trading strategies to be
successful in low volatility
market environment?

·· What changes do you
introduce to trading
approach as volatility
starts to increase?

·· Exploring the drivers
of VIX manipulated
derivatives and how you
can best incorporate them
into your portfolio

·· How can you best trade
volatility products to
manage risk and increase
returns?

·· Exploring volatility themes
for the year ahead and
how to organise your desk
to stay ahead

to passive strategies
impacted broker services?

·· Where can active
management strategies
still help your portfolio
thrive?
Michael Warlan,
Global Head of Trading,
Third Avenue Capital
Management
Joseph Bacchi, Head of
Multi-Asset Trading and
Investment Operations,
Acadian Asset
Management
Roundtable Moderator:
James Hill, Senior Vice
President, Head of
Equity Trading, Hartford
Investment Management
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MAIN DAY 1: Continued
2.15pm

CASE STUDY
INTERACTIVE: What
does the future of
transaction reporting
look like under MiFID
II and how will this
affect your desk?
·· How to determine who
holds the responsibility
for transaction reporting

·· How can you ensure you
are meeting compliance
requirements to achieve
true transparency?

·· How can you evaluate the
pros and cons of in-house
building vs outsourcing of
transaction reporting?

·· How is the sell side
ensuring that reports
are completed with all
the required data and
information?

·· Who are the new comers
to the transaction
reporting market and
what advantages are they
offering?

CASE STUDY
INTERACTIVE:
Achieving smarter
algo analysis: How
can you better select
algos and improve
your data analysis to
enhance workflow
performance on your
desk?

SYNERGY
WORKSHOP: Hightouch vs high-tech:
What are the pros and
cons of each trading
strategy and how
should you structure
your team to get the
most out of both
approaches?

·· How can you implement

·· How can you best

automated algo processes
to optimize systematic
trading capabilities?

·· Selecting best in breed:
How can you analyze
developments in algos to
assess their performance
and enhance your
selection process?

·· How can you evaluate
huge volumes of data
output from algos to make
more sophisticated order
route selections?

·· Making smarter trading
decisions: How can you
use data-driven strategies
to capture greater insights
from real-time trade
information?
Miles Huffman, Head of
Equity Analytics and TCA,
Vanguard

measure the results of
high touch and low touch
trading strategies?

·· Evaluating the one touch
trading desk: How will
the continued evolution
of automation in the
marketplace affect the
future of high touch
trading?

·· How can you incorporate
both low and high touch
strategies to achieve best
execution?

·· Silo’s vs full coverage:
How should you structure
your team to get the most
out of both approaches?

·· How can you integrate
technology-led strategies
in the best way to source
liquidity?

·· Will automation ever fully
replace the personalized
approach that high touch
strategies offer in building
trust and relationships
across the market?

BOARDROOM: What
are the benefits of
multi asset trading
and how can it help
to protect your
desk against risk
and volatility in the
market?
·· Getting the formula
right: What are the key
considerations when
formulating a multi asset
trading strategy?

·· Increasing your multi
asset activity:

·· How can you organize
your desk to optimize
handling of multi asset
investment strategies
and boost portfolio
performance?

·· Which technologies
should you leverage to
facilitate multi asset
trading and increase
exposure to new alpha?

·· What is the future role
of machine learning and
artificial intelligence in
multi asset trading?
Joseph Bacchi, Head of
Multi-Asset Trading and
Investment Operations,
Acadian Asset
Management
Terry Flynn, Front Office
Specialist & Team Lead,
SimCorp

Jason Vedder, Director
of Global Trading and
Operations, Driehaus
Capital Management
Joseph Sowin, Head of
Global Equity Trading,
Highbridge Capital
3.00pm
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MAIN DAY 1: Continued

3.30pm

ACHIEVING BEST
EXECUTION

OPTIMIZING TRADE
PERFORMANCE

BUY SIDE ONLY
WORKSHOPS

INTERACTIVE
BOARDROOMS

Moderator:
Spencer Mindlin, Senior
Analyst, Aite Group

Moderator:
Jay Wolstenholme, Senior
Analyst, Securities and
Investments Group, Celent

*Open to max 25*

*Buy-Side Boardroom
open to max 15*

FIRESIDE CHAT:
The future of research
payments with
unbundling: How is
research now being
valued and priced
under MiFID II and
what does this mean
for US buy side firms?

INTERVIEW: What
are the latest
developments in OMS
and EMS and how
are they performing
on increasingly
automated and multiasset trading desks?

·· What does unbundling
mean for your trading
desk and search for best
execution?

·· How can you set accurate
research budgets based
on consumption rates and
quality evaluation?

·· How can you still get
bang for your buck whilst
managing shrinking
commission budgets?

·· How is the buy side
tackling increasing
research fees whilst
sourcing high quality
research? Consuming
costs in own P&Ls, paying
RPAs or outsourcing to
third parties?

·· How can you assess
research quality with
evaluation programs?

·· Working in with brokers
for best practice: How can
you effectively separate
research payments and
execution costs without
impacting execution
quality?

·· What is the current
state of OMS and EMS
functionalities and do they
need to do more?

·· How are OMS and EMS
platforms performing
under greater market
requirements?

·· Optimizing Performance:
How can you get the most
out of your platforms to
meet your trading needs
in constantly changing
market environments?

·· How are developments in
OMS and EMS technology
achieving more with less
to improve trading desk
efficiencies?

·· How far away is a fully
integrated OMS and
EMS system and what
advantages will this
combined platform
provide?
Shawn Ailawadhi, Head of
Equity Trading Technology,
Neuberger Berman
Moderator:
Jay Wolstenholme, Senior
Analyst, Securities and
Investments

Moderator:
Dave Lauer, Chairman,
Healthy Markets
Association

SYNERGY
WORKSHOP: How
can you remove
internal silos to
increase information
sharing between
traders and portfolio
managers and ensure
trading decisions
are aligned with the
investment strategy to
maximize profitability?

Exclusive Invite Only
Buy Side Think-Tank
Followed by Drinks
Reception

·· What is the best way to

Followed by KCG de-brief and
cocktail reception at Nobu

encourage information
sharing between your PM
and trading desk?

Open to 15 Global Heads of
Trading from the top asset
managers.
Join this interactive session,
air your own hot topics and
together brainstorm ways
you can better collaborate
to drive forward buy side
objectives.

·· How can you improve PM
and trader relations to
create new opportunities
for alpha discovery?

·· How can you create a
strategy to enable your
PM and trading team
to succeed in a scarcely
liquid market?

·· How can you use alpha
modelling to generate
greater insights that
allow for smarter trade
execution for your PM?

·· How can you erase
internal silo’s to create
a more agile workflow
between PM’s and
trader’s?
Christopher Fiorito,
Director of Trading, River
Road Asset Management

Leo Hmelnitsky,
Head of Global Equity
Trading, Mellon Capital
Management
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MAIN DAY 1: Continued
4.15pm

CASE STUDY
INTERACTIVE: How
can you leverage
advances in venue
analysis to improve
your execution quality
in an increasingly
fragmented market?
·· How can you leverage

··

··

··

··

··

advances in venue analysis
to improve your execution
quality?
How can you format
your analytics to better
consume data from venue
analysis?
How can you explore
data sets in greater
detail to minimize future
information leakage?
What are the recent
developments in SOR
systems, and how are
they helping with venue
selection and achieving
best execution?
How can you use insights
from venue analytics
to better navigate the
fragmented venue
landscape?
How will dark pools evolve
under MiFID II and how
will this impact the US
market?

CASE STUDY
INTERACTIVE:
Increasing your
trading edge by
applying artificial
intelligence analytics
to a broader range of
information sets
·· Alpha from Data: How
to raise your trading
alpha by broadening your
data inputs away from
traditional data (including
text, images, internet
of things, and modelgenerated inputs)

·· Alpha from Analytics:

INSITUTIONAL
INVESTOR THINK
TANK: Exploring
the opportunities
provided by the
equity market for
investor portfolios:
What are the
key challenges
surrounding the
equities market and
how do you best
navigate these to
achieve optimum
results?

How to raise your trading
alpha by adding machine
learning techniques to
traditional analytic tools

·· Machine vs Humans:
Examining which parts
of the trading process is
more likely to be boosted
with artificial intelligence,
and what should be left to
the human touch?

·· Looking ahead: Exploring
new trends, risks, and
opportunities in the next
2-3 years
Philippe Burke, Portfolio
Manager, Apache Capital
Management

5.00pm

5 minute Transition to Main Room

SPECIAL GUEST SPEAKER
5.05pm

INSPIRATIONAL GUEST SPEAKER: Applying ‘The Big Short’ to today’s market: How out of the box
thinking can drive your equity trading performance
Steve Eisman, The inspiration behind ‘The Big Short’, Managing Director at Neuberger Berman and a Portfolio Manager for the
Eisman Group

5.30pm

Chairperson’s Closing Remarks

5.40pm

Networking Drinks Reception
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Wednesday, December 6th, 2017

MAIN DAY 2: PREPARING
FOR THE FUTURE EQUITY
LANDSCAPE
08.00am

Registration And Networking Breakfast

WOMEN IN TRADING THINK TANK: How
can the equity trading industry better attract,
develop and retain top female talent?
This interactive seminar looks at what it means to be a woman
in trading in 2017. Hosted by prominent women in the equity
trading space, discuss how to overcome obstacles to your
aspirations and successes. Come away with solutions from
your peers.
Jennifer Litwin, Senior Vice President, Head of Relationship
Management, Greenwich Associates

08.45am

Welcome Address: Lucy Bradley, Editorial Director, Worldwide Business Research

08.50am

Chairperson’s Opening Remarks

BOOSTING CAPABILITIES FOR FUTURE SUCCESS
09.00am

OPENING KEYNOTE INTERVIEW: With buy side to buy side trading initiatives revolutionizing
the equity trading market dynamics, how can you leverage this trend to gain more control over
your execution process?
·· Exploring buy side backed trading venues: How is the continued increase in buy side to buy side trading impacting broker
relationships and altering routes to market?

·· Empowering the buy side with innovation: How are technological developments increasing buy side autonomy?
·· How can the sell side continue to add value in an evolving market with complementary services that boost buy side
capabilities?

·· Which ways can buy side to buy side collaborations be further enhanced to further evolve mutually beneficial initiatives?
09.30am

KEYNOTE PANEL: What are the new ETF products and which should you be considering to add
diversification to your portfolio and improve performance?
·· What factors have triggered an increase in ETF trading volumes, how has the ecosystem developed and what has been the
regulatory response?

··
··
··
··

How do ETF’s affect daily trading volumes and what percentage of total daily traded volumes are ETF’s?
What are the liquidity risks associated with the increase of ETF’s?
Strategies: When is the best time to trade an ETF and individual securities within the ETF?
What are the pitfalls of trading ETF’s and how can they be avoided?

Steve Sachs, Head of Capital Markets, Goldman Sachs Asset Management
Cory Laing, Head of ETF and One-Delta Institutional Sales, Citadel Securities
Adam Gould, Managing Director, Head of U.S Equity Derivatives, Tradeweb
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MAIN DAY 2: Continued

EVALUATING ECONOMIC IMPACTS
10.10am

ECONOMIC KEYNOTE: What is the full impact of Trump’s presidency and Brexit on the financial
markets and how can you factor these geo-political drivers into your trading strategies to
generate greater returns?
·· How can you leverage the impact of political drivers to boost your portfolio performance?
·· What are the potential repercussions of political happenings in the US and UK on asset allocation and overall performance in
the equity marketplace?

·· To what extent will Brexit impact business in the US?
·· Analysing the ‘Trump affect’: How is Trump’s presidency impacting US regulation and does this mean increased volatility is on
the horizon for the equities market?

·· How are geo-political factors driving risk and what should you look out for in 2018 to protect your portfolio?
·· Is it the end of the bull?: What are the major opportunities and challenges associated with the current political landscape and
how it will shape the financial industry in the years to come?
Dr Win Thin, SVP, Global Head of Emerging Markets, Brown Brothers Harriman
10.30am

FIRE SIDE CHAT: How can you best approach portfolio construction in an increasingly volatile
geo-political environment?
·· What are the key considerations when evaluating and selecting stocks to help build a top performing portfolio for end
clients?

·· What approaches can you take to help maximize information sharing between the trade desk and portfolio managers to
ensure trades reflect the investment strategy?

·· How can you best measure the performance of trading strategies to ensure you are delivering the best returns for your
investors?
Ernesto Ramos, MD, Head of Equities, BMO Global Asset Management

LEVERAGING ADVANCED ANALYTICS
11.00am

INSPIRATIONAL CASE STUDY: See why Deep Learning will be the biggest quant trade in ten
years: Who is already using deep learning to enhance trading and investment management
strategies and what are the results so far?
·· How can you leverage deep learning to make investment management more thorough, efficient and transparent for your end
clients?

·· Why you should trust deep learning on your trade desk: What advantages does deep learning techniques offer over the
traditional quant trader?

·· How to employ deep learning to effectively derive actionable insights from huge volumes of data across the trade desk
·· Reaching an optimal trading strategy: How can data driven decision making improve the efficiency and accuracy of your
trades?
Gaurav Chakravorty, Co-Founder, qplum
11.20am
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MAIN DAY 2: Continued

11.45am

ACHIEVING BEST
EXECUTION

OPTIMIZING TRADE
PERFORMANCE

BUY SIDE ONLY
WORKSHOPS

INTERACTIVE
BOARDROOMS

Moderator:
Spencer Mindlin, Senior
Analyst, Aite Group

Moderator:
Jay Wolstenholme, Senior
Analyst, Securities and
Investments Group, Celent

*Open to max 25*

*Buy-Side Boardroom
open to max 15*

PANEL DEBATE:
Navigating the
current fragmented
market structure:
How can you best
source liquidity across
the growing number
of lit and dark venues?

PANEL DEBATE:
Embracing roboadvisory; How can
you use machine
learning and artificial
intelligence to enhance
workflow efficiency
and increase liquidity
transparency when
access is limited?

ROUNDTABLE
THINK TANKS: With
the best gains coming
from emerging
market stocks in
2016-2017 how can
you overcome the
hurdles of accessing
liquidity in these top
performing countries?

·· How are developments

·· How is liquidity evolving in

·· What is the optimum
number and mix of venues
you should be interacting
with to increase liquidity
sourcing success?

·· How is the increasing
number of venues
impacting market costs
and competition?

·· How can you determine
which type of venues
best meet your trading
requirements?

·· How are brokers routing
orders and interacting
with venues to achieve
optimal results and
minimize information
leakage?

·· How can the buy side
take advantage of new
opportunities resulting
from market structure
changes?

·· How can the buy side
better conduct venue
due diligence to increase
knowledge on venue
offerings and order types?

in machine learning and
artificial intelligence
benefiting the equity
trading desk?

·· Implementing machines:
How can you leverage
machine automation with
advanced analytics to
enhance desk workflow
and generate returns?

·· How can traders work in
harmony with advanced
technology to better
support trading decision
making?

Moderator:
Dave Lauer, Chairman,
Healthy Markets
Association

emerging markets?

·· What are the pitfalls
to watch out for when
searching for liquidity in
emerging markets?

·· How can you overcome
key hurdles in gaining
DMA to different
emerging markets?

·· Which countries will
offer the most profitable
opportunities in 2018?
Roundtable One: Russia
Roundtable Two: Pakistan

·· How are developments

Roundtable Three: Brazil

in machine learning and
artificial intelligence
benefiting the equity
trading desk?

(Choose one geo-specific
roundtable to attend and
discuss practical strategies
with your peers. Tables are
limited to 10 people)

·· Making better informed
trades: How can you
educate your traders to
adopt advanced tools and
technologies to keep up
to speed with increasing
demands in the evolving
trading environment?
Enrico Cacciatore, Senior
Quantitative Execution
Trader, Voya Investment
Management

Dr Win Thin, SVP, Global
Head of Emerging Markets,
Brown Brothers Harriman
Roundtable Moderator:
Brendan Gorman, SVP
Trading, Lazard Asset
Management

BOARDROOM: What
does the ideal skill set
of the future trader
look like and how will
this impact the way in
which you hire, train
and develop your
team?
·· How does the trader
mind set need to evolve
to explore new avenues
for liquidity in today’s
volatile and increasingly
electronic market?

·· Equipping the next-gen
trader: How can you
train your team to reap
advantages of new tech
trends, should you use inhouse or external training
programs?

·· Exploring the increased
requirements for quant
traders: What has
triggered the rise in
demand for quant roles
and how will this advanced
skill set boost your desk
performance?

·· How can you organize
your desk to get optimal
results from the individual
skill sets of each trader?

·· How should you approach
recruitment of tech
literate millennials to bring
new talent to your desk?

Dr Elliot Noma, Managing
Director, Garrett Asset
Management & Lecturer,
Columbia University
Gaurav Chakravorty, CoFounder, qplum
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MAIN DAY 2: Continued
12.30pm

Networking Lunch

Exclusive Invite Only Buy Side Think-Tank
Private Lunch hosted at Nobu

EXPLORING FUTURE MARKET DISRUPTORS
1.30pm

SHARK TANK FINTECH SESSION: Examining the greatest and latest innovations in equities
trading technology - Which offer true added value and should be considered in your future
investment plans?
Exploring the technologies fuelling the future of finance: This exciting Shark Tank style innovation session, pre-selected
technology start-ups will pitch their innovative tech to a panel of experts and you in the audience. The panel of experts will
critique and assess their benefits to your business and their likelihood of future success. You will then have the opportunity to
vote for the technology start-up you think is the most innovative and adds real value to your business. Will you find the next big
thing?

2.00pm

CRYSTAL BALL SESSION: Equity trading in 2027- What does the future hold in the next decadeassessing the potential implications on your people, process and technology requirements
·· What does the future of the financial services industry look like in order to stay profitable?
·· What does MiFID II mean for future consolidation of the industry and how will buy side and sell side interactions be
impacted?

·· Has the electronification of the equities market run its course, how will desks continue to perform with reducing head
counts?

·· Attracting top talent: How can you establish a successful recruitment strategy for the millennial workforce?
·· Defining the future role of machine learning and artificial intelligence in financial markets – will technology every fully replace
the role of the human trader?
2.40pm

Chairperson’s Closing Remarks

2.45pm

Close of Conference
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“A great opportunity to network
with the buy side on important
issues in an intimate setting.”
Matt Lyons
SVP, Global Trading Manager
Capital Group

WHY MIAMI?
THE PERFECT PLACE TO MIX
BUSINESS WITH PLEASURE

Imagine joining your peers from East coast, West coast, Europe and beyond at once,
against the idyllic backdrop of Miami. Not distracted with day-to-day chores, but fully
engaged to revolutionize equity trading as you know it. To make this dream a reality, we
are transforming this glamour capital of the world, into an equity trading hub for 3 days
this December. 300+ major equity trading leaders from regulators,buy side, sell side,
venues, and technology partners- will be gathering in this exceptional environment at
the only buy side focused equity trading conference.

WHY EDEN ROC?
THE PERFECT VENUE
TO ENJOY MIAMI
For a half-century, Eden Roc has attracted the
world’s most iconic scene-setters – Elizabeth
Taylor, Humphrey Bogart, Lauren Bacall, Frank
Sinatra, Katherine Hepburn, Ernest Hemingway,
Sammy Davis, Jr. And now, you. On the edge of
the Atlantic in cosmopolitan Miami Beach, Eden
Roc is ideally located in the midst of unparalleled
shopping, dining, nightlife and tropical scenery.
palace’ that could temporarily serve as a stock
exchange.
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WHY SPONSOR?
Do you see value in raising your profile amongst North America’s
most senior equity trading decision makers?

The Equities Leaders Summit is the only conference to bring
together heads of equity trading from leading buy side and
sell side institutions across North America. These decision
makers are attending Equities Leaders Summit in Miami to
meet credible partners who can help them improve their
trading performance.

What makes the Equities Leaders
Summit 2017 unique?
Equities Leaders Summit is NOT a vendor heavy
event, but a unique opportunity to meet your marketing
and sales objectives. as it is:
Designed by the buy side for the buy side attracting
the most influential equity trading decision makers for
you to network with to showcase your solution to
Offers valuable face- time with existing and
potential new clients- facilitated by interactive formats
in the agenda and social events over 3 days

Why sponsor Equities Leaders Summit?

WHO WILL YOU MEET?

150+

BUY SIDE
ATTENDEES

with real decision making power

50+ SPEAKERS

from leading companies representing
the full equity trading value chain

250+

COMPANIES
INCLUDING

BlackRock, State Street Global
Advisors, and Vanguard

Keep your brand front of mind to ensure you make
the shortlist when buy and sell side Heads of Equity
Trading are evaluating new solution providers
Maximize your sales teams time by accessing the
most senior buy and sell side heads of Equity Trading
trading at once
Test your new Equity Trading products onsite and be
certain they go to market successfully
Showcase your Equity Trading solution and run
product demos to drive demand
Generate qualified buy and sell side leads from
equity trading decision makers onsite (and ahead of
the event when you get exclusive access to the list of
attendees) and follow up with quality meetings onsite
over the three days

‘’The perfect platform for us to build quality leads from the buy and sell side
looking to source new solutions over the next year’’
Mike Smith
Director
IPC Systems
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PRICING & REGISTRATION
Secure Your Place At The Only Meeting Place For Equity Trading Leaders

BUY SIDE
Heads of Equity Trading

Execution Analytics Evaluation Day
and Main Conference

Main Conference

US $0

US $0

Execution Analytics Evaluation Day & Main
Conference

Main Conference December 05-06

12+ Interactive Sessions

12+ Interactive Sessions

3 full days of Content and Networking
2 Full Days Of Content and Networking
All meals and refreshments during
the conference

All meals and refreshments during
the conference

Drinks Reception
Drinks Reception
Access to speakers presentations post event
Pre event evening networking drinks
LIMITED AVAILABILITY

Access to speakers presentations post event

Pre event evening networking drinks
LIMITED AVAILABILITY

REGISTER
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PRICING & REGISTRATION
Secure Your Place At The Biggest Buy Side Equity Trading Summit

BANKS

VENDORS

Main Conference

Main Conference

US $2,399

30

US $1,999

US $2,799

US $2,449

Book before Sept 29th | Save $400

Tech - Book Before Oct. 20th | Save $350

Main Conference December 05-06

Main Conference December 05-06

2 Full Days Of Content

2 Full Days Of Content

All meals and refreshments during the
conference

All meals and refreshments during the
conference

Drinks Reception

Drinks Reception

Access to speakers presentations post event

Access to speakers presentations post event

REGISTER

REGISTER
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